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FKNMS–103–98, authorization of Army Corps permit for *Adolphus Busch*
FKNMS–2002–019, FKNMS permit for *Spiegel Grove*.

- Process to obtain permits
- Timeline
- Costs
- Permit compliance
Sinking of the Adolphus Busch

FKNMS–103–98, authorization for *Adolphus Busch*

- **Builder:** Burntisland Shipbuilding Co., Fife, Scotland
- **Completed:** March 12, 1951
- **Class:** Cargo Ship
- **Characteristics:**
  - 706 Tons / 213 Feet Overall / 36 Foot Beam
- **Names:**
  - London / Topsail Star / Sophie Express / Ocean Alley
- **Location:** Artificial Reef 80’ to 110’ midway between Looe Key & American Shoals Light
  - $24^\circ\ 31.841^\prime\ N / 081^\circ\ 27.688^\prime\ W$
Process to obtain permits

- ACOE – Permitted Location
  - Monroe County Application to ACOE
    - Low Impact Site
    - Stability Analysis – 100 Year Storm Event
    - Approved Stability Plan (3 Anchor Deployment)
  - Monroe County Site Permit Holder

- FKNMS – Permit 103–98
  - Approved Location
  - Approved Stability & Sinking Plan
    - Perimeter Watch (FKNMS/USCG) / Anchor Deployment / Release of Plugs
  - Approved Monitoring Plan
  - Mooring Buoys Maintained by FKNMS

- USCG – Certifications
  - Clean-up
  - Transport
Timeline: Approximately 2 Years
- Change of Ship in Mid-stream

Costs – Total Costs Unknown
- Borne by Adolphus Busch Sr. & Looe Key Artificial Reef Association
- Clean-up – Miami River
- Transport – Shurger Brothers (MC Contract)
- Sinking – Shurger Brothers (MC Contract)
  - $50,000 TDC Funds

Permit compliance (MC MOU with Looe Key Artificial Reef Association – Joe Glenn)
- Initial Debris watch
- Assessment of Marine Life
- Assessment of Boater Activity
- General Assessment of continuing Stability
Sinking of the Adolphus Busch
Sinking of the Spiegel Grove
Sinking of the LSD 32, U.S.S. Spiegel Grove

FKNMS–2002–019, FKNMS permit for *Spiegel Grove*.

- **Builder:** Ingalis Shipbuilding, Pascagoula, MS
- **Completed:** November 10, 1955
- **Class:** Thomaston-class dock landing ship
- **Characteristics:**
  - 8,899 Tons / 510 Feet Overall / 84 Foot Beam / 19 Foot Draft
- **Names:** U.S.S. Spiegel Grove / “Top Dog”
- **Location:** Artificial Reef 130’ west of Molasses Reef
  - 25° 04.003’ N / 080° 18.012’ W
Process to obtain permits

- ACOE – Permitted Location (IP–CS 199502550)
  - Monroe County Application to ACOE
    - Low Environmental Impact Site
    - Stability Analysis – 100 Year Storm Event
    - Approved Stability Plan (4 Anchor Deployment)
    - EPA / USCG / State Clean–up Standards applied
      - Asbestos/PCBs/Oil//Lead
      - Virginia & Maryland
      - Texas & California considered
  - Monroe County Site Permit Holder

- State FWC
  - (Division of Marine Fisheries Management, Artificial Reef Program)

- MARAD (Maritime Administration)
Process to obtain permits

- Before Transport – Clean-up Inspections
  - EPA, U.S.C.G., FKNMS, FWC
- FKNMS Permission to enter ATBA
- FKNMS – Permit 2002–19
  - Approved Location
  - Approved Stability & Sinking Plan
    - Perimeter Watch (FKNMS/USCG) / Anchor Deployment / Demolition Plan (MCSO)
  - Approved Monitoring Plan – REEF
  - Mooring Buoys Maintained by FKNMS

- USCG – Certifications
  - Clean-up Plan
  - Transportation / Towing Plan
  - Establishment of 4 day Notice to Mariners
  - Establishment of ~ a Month Notice to Mariners
Timeline / Costs / Compliance

- **Timeline**: 3 Years / 7 Years Total
  - Acquisition Issues
  - Change of Clean-up Location
  - Change in Contractors

- **Costs** – Approximately $1,250,000
  - Borne by Key Largo Chamber of Commerce
  - Clean-up – Norfolk, Virginia & Maryland
  - Transport – ?
  - Sinking – ?
  - Righting – Resolve Marine Group

- **Permit compliance (MC MOU with REEF)**
  - Initial Debris watch
  - Assessment of Marine Life / Fish
  - Assessment of Boater Activity
  - Socioeconomic Analysis (FKNMS – Leeworthy)
  - General Assessment of continuing Stability
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Sinking of the Spiegel Grove (5/2002)
Sinking of the Spiegel Grove
Sinking of the Spiegel Grove
Righting of the Spiegel Grove (6/2002)
Spiegel Grove gets help from Dennis

Storm uprights Spiegel Grove!

July 2005 – Underwater turbulence generated by Hurricane Dennis has uprighted the 510-foot artificial reef known as the Spiegel Grove.

The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary is working on an emergency closure of the site while it assesses the ship’s stability and its general condition. Workers will be removing the mooring buoys temporarily, sanctuary spokeswoman Cheva Heck said.

The shifted position of the 510-foot ship comes as a surprise because the area experienced minimal tropical-storm force winds during the passage of Hurricane Dennis on Saturday.

On Monday, a boat from Key Largo dive shop Ocean Divers visited the former Navy ship, which was scuttled in 130 feet of water May 17, 2002. When divers arrived at the site six miles offshore, they saw that several mooring balls were missing.

The dive boat tied off on one of the three remaining moorings and instructors Bob Snyder and Steve Schalk descended the mooring lines. At 90 feet, Schalk said he saw nothing and came to the surface. Snyder, who descended to the ship's bow, was stunned by what he saw.

"I was in shock," he said Monday. "I had to ask myself, 'Am I narcked [suffering from nitrogen narcosis]?' There was only 10-foot visibility, so I dropped down 10 feet and I could see both sides of the ship. It was sitting upright."